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Table!2.1.!Demographics.!Standard!deviations!are!shown!in!parentheses,!followed!by!range.!! Young2Old!(YO)! Older2Old!(OO)!! Small!CC! Large!CC! Small!CC! Large!CC!N!(analysis!max)! 10! 8! 10! 7!Gender!(female)! 7!female! 3!female! 4!female! 3!female!Mean!age!(yrs)! 64.18!(3.07)!59267! 61.42!(4.12)!55267! 78.39!(4.05)!71285! 72.25!(4.98)!67282!Anterior!CC!!volume!(mm3)! 1241.39!(144.66)!1027!21402! 1540.36!(71.08)!147221656! 1121.18!(81.97)!95521239! 1384.15!(86.14)!130421530!Education!(yrs)! 18!(3.40)!12220! 17.13!(2.85)!12220! 17.6!(2.41)!13220! 16.21!(2.94)!12219!Modified!MMSE!! 55.7!(0.67)!54256! 56.13!(1.13)!54257! 55.20!(1.55)!52257! 54.86!(1.35)!53256!KBIT! 116.10!(7.87)!1022126! 119.38!(15.85)!952142! 120!(9.97)!1072138! 117.71!!(7.02)!1082126!!! !
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Table!2.2.!Talairach!coordinates!of!Frontal!and!Parietal!ROIs.!ROI! X!!(left,!right)/!Y!(anterior,!posterior)!/!Z!(inferior,!superior)!Left!MFG2SFG! 250!230!/!0!30!/!20!40!Right!MFG2SFG! 25!45!/!0!30!/!20!40!Left!MFG2IFG! 260!45!/!10!40!/!10!30!Right!MFG2IFG! 235!55!/!10!40!/!10!30!Left!IPS2IPL! 260!230!/!270!–!40!/!20!40!Right!IPS2IPL! 30!60!/!270!240!/!20!40!Left!SPL! 230!210!/!280!255!/!42!52!Right!SPL! 10!30!/!280!255!/!42!52!!! !
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Table!2.3.!Median!RT!and!Mean!Accuracy!effects.!
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Methods!Participants!Fifteen!young!adults!(18237)!and!12!older!adults!(57277)!have!participated!in!the!study!and!received!compensation!of!$15/hr.!Participants!were!native!English!speakers,!right2handed!as!assessed!by!the!Edinburgh!Handedness!Inventory,!had!normal!or!corrected2to2normal!vision!and!signed!informed!consent.!Twenty2three!participants!were!recruited!from!a!pool!of!subjects!who!participated!in!a!larger!multi2session!study!within!the!Cognitive!Neuroimaging!Lab!at!the!University!of!Illinois,!and!four!young!adults!were!recruited!from!a!list!of!participants!in!the!Lifelong!Brain!and!Cognition!lab!who!have!agreed!to!be!contacted!for!future!studies.!Eligibility!was!determined!using!criteria!similar!to!the!previous!experiment!(Chapter!2),!and!confirmed!by!a!phone!screening!that!assessed!any!changes!in!health!and!lifestyle.!Participants!had!no!serious!or!chronic!medical!or!psychological!conditions.!Selection!criteria!consisted!of!the!following:!1)!no!serious!or!chronic!medical!or!psychological!conditions,!2)!no!history!of!drug!abuse,!3)!no!signs!of!dementia!as!reflected!in!a!score!of!at!least!51!on!the!modified!Mini2Mental!Status!examination!(Mayeux!et!al.,!1981),!4)!no!signs!of!depression!as!indexed!by!a!score!of!less!than!14!on!the!Beck!Depression!Inventory!(Beck!et!al.,!1996),!5)!no!habitual!consumption!of!alcohol!or!cigarette,!or!at!least!of!no!more!than!2!alcoholic!drinks!per!day!and/or!half!a!pack!of!cigarettes!per!day,!and!6)!normal!or!corrected2to2normal!vision!and!7)!being!a!native!English!speaker.!!Cued!Flanker!Task!! The! experimenter! first! presented! sample! stimuli! from! the! experiment,! informing!participants!that!they!will!view!letter!strings!(targets)!that!were!either!compatible!(SSSSS!or! HHHHH)! or! incompatible! (SSHSS! or! HHSHH),! and! that! their! task!was! to! indicate! the!
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identity!of!the!middle!letter!using!either!a!left!or!right2hand!button!press.!They!were!also!told!that!later!in!the!task,!the!targets!will!be!preceded!by!shapes,!and!that!these!shapes!may!be!useful!in!performing!the!task.!Participants!then!viewed!an!example!of!each!target!type!and!indicated!their!responses!to!the!experimenter.!Participants!were!instructed!to!respond!quickly!and!accurately!by!pressing!a!button!with!their! left!or!right!hand,!with!one!button!representing!“H”!and!the!other!“S.”!Hand!assignment!was!counterbalanced!across!subjects,!and!consistent!within!subject.''On! the! computer,! participants!were!positioned!82! cm! from! the! screen.!All! stimuli!were!white! presented! on! a! black! background.! Letters!were! displayed! in! Lucida! Console!font.!First,!participants!completed!two!trials!of!each!target!type.!They!were!then!introduced!to!three!shapes!(triangle,!square,!diamond—referred!to!here!as!A,!B,!C)!and!informed!of!the!target!probability!associated!with!each:!20%!incompatible!(PC)!for!A,!50%!for!B!(PN)!and!80%! for! C! (PI).! The! probability2cue! assignments! were! pseudo2counterbalanced! across!subjects.! For! each! cue! separately,! participants! completed! ten! trials! that! contained! letter!targets!with!compatibility!frequency!according!to!the!associated!cue!probability!(e.g.,!eight!compatible! trials! and! two! incompatible! trials! for! PC).! On! each! trial! (Figure! 3.1),! a! cue!positioned! on! both! sides! of! fixation! (triangle,! square! or! diamond)! appeared! for! 200!ms.!After!a!1500!ms!interval,!participants!responded!to!the!flanker!stimulus!by!indicating!the!identity!of! the!central! letter.!The! inter2trial! interval!was!1600!ms!and!accuracy! feedback!was!provided!at!the!end!of!the!thirty!trials!(ten!for!each!cue).!To!ensure!that!participants!remembered! the! shape2probability!mapping,! they! then! completed!24! forced2choice! trials!that!asked! them! to! choose!which!of! two! letter! strings!was!more! likely! to!appear!given!a!certain! shape! cue.! For! PN! trials,! either! choice! was! correct.! Feedback! was! provided!
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Table!3.1.!Mean!accuracy!and!reaction!times!with!standard!errors.!Age! Cue! Stimulus! RT! SE!RT! Accuracy! SE!Accuracy!Young! PC! Com! 462.100! 23.402! 2.607! .190!Inc! 515.633! 25.622! 2.332! .242!PN! Com! 466.200! 22.784! 2.820! .203!Inc! 512.433! 24.484! 2.096! .176!PI! Con! 460.933! 23.103! 2.779! .224!Inc! 511.267! 23.951! 2.098! .174!Older! PC! Com! 482.250! 26.165! 2.742! .213!Inc! 556.125! 28.646! 2.326! .270!PN! Com! 480.792! 25.473! 2.788! .227!Inc! 544.375! 27.374! 2.081! .197!PI! Com! 484.625! 25.830! 3.072! .250!Inc! 546.250! 26.778! 2.065! .194!
!
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CHAPTER'5'
CONCLUSIONS'
'In!two!paradigms,!we!confirm!the!importance!of!prefrontal2driven!cognitive!control!in!aging:!left!PFC!drove!preparatory!process!in!a!switching!task!(Chapter!2)!and!in!a!cued!flanker!task!(Chapters!3!&!4).!This!region!was!not!only!up2regulated!during!the!more!attention2demanding!trials,!such!as!during!switch!trials!or!trials!predicting!incompatible!or!high2conflict!stimuli,!it!also!showed!greater!connectivity!to!task2specific!regions!involved!in!executing!a!response!upon!target!presentation.!Lagged!cross2correlations!provide!a!unique!view!into!the!dynamics!of!control!that!is!most!often!characterized!in!neuroimaging!studies!in!terms!of!co2activations,!without!examination!of!areas!that!may!not!be!synchronously!activated,!but!whose!activity!is!heavily!correlated!with!the!seed!region,!albeit!at!a!later!point!in!time.!Here!we!not!only!show!the!relative!timing!of!activations,!but!demonstrate!the!flexible!nature!of!prefrontal!connectivity!as!it!varies!with!task!demands.!In!Chapter!2,!we!find!that!the!connectivity!of!left!PFC!is!determined!not!only!by!the!amount!of!control!required!as!shown!by!greater!activity!on!switch!trials,!but!also!by!the!specific!task!to!be!performed!on!that!trial:!coupling!to!left2lateralized!regions!for!the!meaning!task,!and!coupling!to!right2lateralized!regions!for!the!position!task.!Moreover,!converging!evidence!for!the!importance!of!such!functional!interactions!was!provided!by!the!finding!that!structural!connectivity!of!the!left!to!right!PFC!predicted!their!task2dependent!coupling.!Chapter!4!examines!the!role!of!the!dACC!in!relaying!control!information!to!the!dlPFC—in!this!case!the!left!PFC.!Again,!cross2correlations!confirmed!the!relationship!between!these!two!regions!and!further!elucidated!the!specificity!of!their!effects.!While!dACC!was!primarily!related!to!left!PFC!up2regulation,!left!PFC!activity!predicted!cue2dependent!up2regulation!of!parietal!and!motor!regions!relevant!to!processing!and!responding!to!the!target!stimulus.!
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Future!directions!include!investigating!the!importance!of!structural!connections!to!these!functional!interactions,!as!well!as!examining!individual!differences!(fitness,!working!memory!capacity,!fluid!intelligence)!that!may!moderate!the!degree!to!which!individuals!apply!strategic!control.!The!importance!of!the!corpus!callosum!discussed!in!Chapter!2!highlights!the!value!of!studying!individual!differences!in!aging.!Although!behavioral!and!ERP!differences!were!observed!between!older!adult!age!groups,!the!functional!interaction!of!left!and!right!PFC!was!not!related!to!chronological!age,!but!to!the!volume!of!the!corpus!callosum.!Furthermore,!the!effect!of!this!structural!connection!on!behavioral!switch!costs!was!evident!even!in!the!younger2old!adults.!These!findings,!as!well!as!the!robustness!of!the!brain2behavior!relationships!even!after!accounting!for!age,!point!to!the!unique!and!important!variance!captured!by!examining!neurocognitive!mechanisms.!Aging!is!a!heterogeneous!phenomenon!and!studies!such!as!these!not!only!shed!light!on!why!certain!individuals!display!relatively!preserved!abilities,!but!also!provide!a!first!step!into!identifying!how!this!may!be!achieved!through!lifestyle!or!intervention.!One!long2term!goal!of!this!line!of!work!is!the!exploration!of!cardiovascular!health,!physical!activity,!and!brain!function.!We!know!that!cardiovascular!fitness!impacts!cognition!via!change!in!brain!activation,!increase!in!cortical!thickness,!and!even!connectivity!in!prefrontal!cortices!(Voss!et!al.,!2010).!In!an!optical!imaging!study,!older!adults!were!found!to!have!lower!arterial!brain!elasticity!compared!to!young!adults,!with!the!greatest!effect!in!prefrontal!areas!(Fabiani!et!al.,!2014).!Lower!fit!individuals!also!showed!reduced!elasticity!in!prefrontal!regions.!Future!directions!include!integrating!these!physical!health!and!intervention!findings!with!analyses!of!functional!and!structural!brain!connectivity.!
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Different!lifestyle!factors!may!selectively!influence!distinct!aspects!of!brain!function,!and!a!multi2modal!approach!can!provide!insight!into!which!factors!or!interventions!may!be!more!beneficial!and!practical!for!different!groups!of!individuals.!!! !
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